
Remember a time before emails replaced a hand written letter and text messages weren’t the only 
conversations that went on between you and your friends?!!
Ever wish you could go back to it?!!
Unfortunately, you can’t, because time travel doesn’t exist (yet), but you can bring back some of the 
simple, self love, aspects before technology took over our brains.!!
Thats where recharge your soul not your cell comes in.!!
This self study, implement as you go, program is all about getting back to the simplicity of life and in 
touch with what makes your soul happy. You’ll find yourself #tbting to a few main components you used 
to (and still might) find joy in before you had everything at the click of a button. !!

with this program you’ll… !
• Be given personal challenges that pertain to each category, which will help with your self growth, self 

awareness, and self growth.!
• Have 4 weeks worth of customized workouts.!
• Have journal prompts that you can complete on your own self study time and convenience .!
• Learn how to re-connect with yourself, loved ones, dogs, coaches, old loves, hobbies, and whatever 

else it might be that technology has made you grow away from. !!
but more importantly… !

You’ll be checking in with yourself by learning how to take self inventories, assess where all your energy 
goes, and creating time and space for what makes your soul feel recharged.!!
This program is designed to help you realize that you don’t have to be so dependent on the like on a 
picture or a status update from a friend. It designed to help you get back to you.!

!



!!!!!!!

Believe it or not, the act of being social was actually 
around before social media. It consisted of conversing 
face to face, by building in person relationships and 
learning about a person, in person, and not their 
interests, habits, and hobbies were through a screen.!!
There’s no denying that social media is an amazing 
aspect of technology that has 
helped people connect, 
business’s flourish, and 
information thrive, (when it’s 
used for the right reasons of 
course). !!
BUT, there’s nothing that 
compares to the spoken word 
or the hand written letter 
though. !!
The art of conversation is 
something we often and 
unintentionally take for granted 
sometimes, so it can be super 
refreshing to revisit. 

I challenge you…!!
• Go out without using your phone as a 

crutch.!
•  Have conversations with random 

people, introduce yourself to 
someone new, !

and allow yourself to enjoy 
the beauty of actual 

conversation. !
• Write a hand written letter 
to someone you love, have 

lost touch with, or even 

[Now sit, think, and 
write]!!

• How did it feel to have 
an actual conversations 
with someone? !

• Did you feel like you held back on 
opening up when you were in person 
with someone else?!

• Did you feel awkward at all talking to 
anyone?!

Think about the last time you 
had an actual speaking 
conversation with another 
person. !!
What about a time when you 
were out to dinner with a friend 
and your phone was away.!!
Or you walked down the street 
without your phone in your 
hand, your face in the screen, 
and you paid attention to what 
was going on around you. !!

We’ve become so accustomed to 
conversations taking place behind a screen, 
whether it be a cell phone or a computer, 
that it’s considered a norm. !!
This can feel become overwhelming and 
consuming, numb your creativity and actual 
connection.!!
So, lets get social without the social media.!



Some ways to create boundary barriers… !
• Try to avoid tasks that might make you feel too overwhelmed.!
• Turn off and shut down at a certain time.!
• Only allow yourself a certain amount of energy to expend when it comes to interacting 

in social settings.!
• Allow yourself grace (and space) to walk away from people whose energy you’re just 

not vibing with.!
• Remember you have a voice and your opinion is valid. !!
! !

Space: Your being, your existence, 
and all you encompass.!

Why be social? !
MIND: Communicating with other people is how ideas turn into plans, feelings turn into relationships, and life 
truly evolves. It’s how your mind starts to feel at ease if it’s racing with too much inside of it or a simple issue 
can be talked through.!!
BODY: Your body will actually thank you for being more social (unless it’s a happy hour turned late night). 
Your immune system will pump higher, you’re less likely to develop depression or suppress negative 
feelings, and stress will be reduced.!!
SOUL: All of the above and so much more. Like I just said, being social will help reduce depression, it 
boosts your happiness, self worth, and confidence, and above all, the feeling of love will start to increase 
within you.!!
Being social is a choice and it’s one you have the biggest control over. Get involved in the community, say 
hello to a stranger, and put yourself out there for others to meet as well.!!

But, I’m kind of an introvert… !
That’s okay boo, I feel you! Just because you’re not into chatting it up with randos or you have a little 
stranger danger doesn’t mean that you have to feel like you’re throwing yourself into the trenches whenever 
it comes to socializing. It’s all about respecting your own boundaries and recognizing when you hit your 
people (and energy) quota.!

Boundaries: The line that you draw in regards 
to how much energy, time, and emotion you are 
going to allow yourself to put out.



!
A quick guide to being ‘social’… !

BE PRESENT!
How many times throughout the day do you find yourself 
doing one thing, thinking about the next thing, and 
wishing you were at the third thing? You might even be 
doing it right now. When you’re having a conversation 
with someone, be there. Actually listen to what they’re 
saying, respond with intention, and don’t let your mind 
wander. !
*Nothing is as urgent as it seems. Everything you’re supposed 
to get done will get done. !!
BE APPROACHABLE (and no, this doesn’t mean be 
nice)!
A lot of people don’t even realize that being 
approachable is kind of, difficult. Now with everyones 
face in their phones, it’s hard to strike up a conversation 
without feeling like you’re interrupting. Put your phone 
down, listen when people speak, and open your heart to 
conversation.!
*We are only accustomed to instant gratification because we 
allow ourselves to be that way. Put your phone done, you 
won’t miss anything. !!

BE YOURSELF!
You are you for a reason and people are going to be drawn to you because of that. 
Don’t hold back on your sarcasm or hold in laughter at something you think is hilarious, 
those little quirks are yours. Allow the mold to be broken and be proud of your weird. 
Embrace them, show them off, and let your confidence shine through them. !
*Know yourself, know your worth, and add infinity to that. You’re not for everyone, but you are 
for your people.!!!
 



!
So here’s the thing about fitness. Literally everyone can do it, like anyone, and one 
persons definition might be different from the next, which is totally okay. The key to 
finding a type of fitness routine is finding one that works for you.!!
For so long we have been conditioned to think that ‘this is better than that.’!!

Women can’t lift weights, it will make them bulky!!!
Pilates is only good beneficial to thin, white women!!!

Yoga will help you become all woo woo and Zen all the time!!!
CrossFit is dangerous!!!

If you’re not dying, you’re not working hard enough!!!
Womp womp womppppp, that’s all bullshit right there. Think of fitness as an extension 
to becoming a stronger, better, version of yourself, for yourself. !!
The programming aligned with this program will consist of weight training, high intensity, 
and bodyweight training, but I want you to think of it as an experiment. If you’re used to 
doing this type of training, I want you to challenge yourself by taking it to the next level. I 
this is all brand new to you, then this is a perfect beginning.!!
Here’s how you can decide how to scale the programming:!
If you’re a…!
[Beginner] Workouts 1-2x a week at low impact with minimal knowledge of equipment.!
[Novice] Workouts 2-3x a week at medium intensity with some knowledge of 
equipment.!
[Experienced] Workouts 3-5x a week at high intensity with knowledge and experience 
with all types of equipment included in these workout.!!
Then…!
If you usually work out 1x a week, complete 2 workouts per week.!
If you usually workout 2-3x a week, complete 4 workouts per week and up the intensity 
by increasing weight or speed.!
If you usually workout 3-4x a week, complete 5 workouts per week up the intensity by 
increasing weight or speed.!



some fast fitness facts for ya… 

• You’re never too old or to inactive to start squatting. In fact it’s one of the 
best movements you can do for your body (especially when you’re 

pregnant!) !!
• Your body will thank you once you make fitness part of your daily routine 

because you’ll be able to eat more, your sleep will be more sound, you’ll 
start to look and feel better, and you’re just all around going to be better.!!

• Your first workout is going to suck, and there’s going to days that follow 
that suck as well, but those are the days where you really prove yourself to 
yourself. Those are the workouts that make you realize how you can push 

both mentally and physically.!!
• Everyone starts at a different fitness level, so don’t worry about what 

anyone else is doing. It’s your workout, your energy. !!
• You want to work at an intensity where you can push yourself but also 

pace yourself. Not everyone workout should make you feel like you want 
to die, but you also don’t want to be able to take a nap in the middle of a 

set. !!
• Rest is a good thing, make sure you take it. 



 !
 

Fitness shows up in all different 
shapes, sizes, squats, and sit ups, but 
what it boils down to is that the most 
successful fitness routine is one that  
works best for you. You probably even 
define fitness a little differently than the 
person working out next to you, your 
best friend, your partner, or someone 
else in your life and that’s 
totally okay. !!
Once fitness becomes 
part of your life, you want 
to try and make it stay 
part of your life in one 
way or another.!!
Working out creates 
confidence within 
yourself, synergy within 
the systems in your body, 
and even relationships 
with other people. !!

I challenge you… !
Go to 2 new gyms, classes, Yoga 

studios, personal training sessions, spin 
studios, or something different from your 
normal routine by yourself. Get into your 

uncomfortable zone. 

[Now sit, think, and write] !
Where did you feel the strongest? 

Where did you feel weakest and what 
made you feel this way? 

When did you hit your un-comfort zone 
and what made you keep going? 

Where were you most exhilarated? !!!

Before you start any type of 
workout routine, it’s a good idea to 
sit down and write down your goals. 
Think about them in the following 
increments:!!
• 1 month!
• 3 months!
• 6 months!!
Think about different movements 
you want to learn, a certain amount 
of weight you want to be able to lift 
or squat, how you want your 
endurance to increase. Have fun 
with your goals, you don’t want to 
get bored, right?!!
If you’re wracking your brain with 
goals and can’t decide, don’t be 
afraid to reach out and ask for 
some suggestions. We all need 
guidance every once and awhile.



 
!!
 

Sometimes it takes some 
creativity to find out what 
type of meditation is unique 
to you. !!
Silent, loud, long or short, 
think about how mediation is 
defined by you and and 
ways you want to 
incorporate it into your self-
care routine. !!!!

  [Now sit, think, and 
write]!!
• Describe your 

meditation routine. !
• How did you feel 

physically and mentally 
while you completed it?!

• What time of the day did 
you complete it? How 
did you feel after it was 
done?!

• What do you think made you feel drawn to your meditation 
outlet?!

•

I challenge you…!!
Create your own form of 15 minute meditation. !!

Write, read, walk, breath, 
move, talk, dance, do 

something that makes your 
mind settle. 

Mediation doesn’t always mean !
OOMMM-ing out loud in a candlelit room 
full of eucalyptus scented candles and and 
a gentle voices instructor telling you to do 
it.!!
It can actually be done 
anywhere, with loud ass 
noises in the background, 
lights blaring into your 
eyeballs, and any scent 
your heart desires. It may 
not be as relaxing as the 
top description, but in this 
program, just like fitness, 
meditation can be made 
unique self care needs.



 !
You may be asking yourself “Why should I meditate?” when the real question should be, 
“What will I learn when I meditate?” The point of meditation is to touch base with 
yourself; the inner, the higher, and the current. It’s about grounding yourself to the things 
that matter most, what your soul is craving and calling for, what you’re trying to manifest 
from the inside out but may be putting off without realizing it. !!

Three reasons why you’re creating your meditation… 
REASON 1!
Forewarning, things are about to get a little metaphysical, but don’t worry, we’re not 
going full blown Spencer Pratt. Ever hear of the word Dharma? Well it means figuring 
out and doing what your soul is asking you to do (It gets a little more complex, but we’ll 
touch back with this D later in the program).!!
REASON 2!
Your higher self does not refer to the pot you might smoke (here at least). It refers to 
the voices inside you. Inner, psychic, imaginative, creative, sensual, intuitive, anything 
that makes you who you are and how you genuinely express it.!!
REASON 3!
Self care is the best kind of care because without it, there’s no way you can care for 
others and no, it’s not selfish to take care of yourself. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



 
We live in a generation where our mind and body is programmed to move a mile a 
minute which can make the simple task of slowing down and sitting back difficult. Have 
you actually tried it? Have you sat down, closed your eyes, and thought deep down to 
what your soul is aiming at? Well you’re about to.!

A few things I always make sure to have by me 
whenever I choose to calm my mind is sage, crystals 
that coincide with the energies I’m trying to manifest, 
my journal, a candle or incense of a scent I’m digging, 
and a playlist that lets me vibe the F out.!!
Sage: Cleanses the bad juju and negative energy away 
from your space.!
Crystals: I like to think of them as rocks from the Earth 
that hold different energies and properties.!
Journal: Use this to write down any thoughts, 
manifestations, ideas that come to your mind. !
Incense or candle: Set your scent on fire and light up 
your senses with something soothing.!
Playlist: Music is the only universal language. Choose 
a playlist that makes coincides with your meditation 
vibe. 

1- Create your space and make it comfy. 
When you first sit down to meditate, be prepared to feel a little awkward. Make sure the space you’re in is a 
comfortable one, surrounded by good vibes, and one that you feel drawn to. !
2- Sit down, close your eyes, and breath. 
Simple enough, right? We’d like to think so. Take a seat or lay down, let your eyelids fall shut, and take a 
BIG breath and exhale. Do this a few times and let your body relax with each breath.!
3- Let your mind relax and just chill. 
It doesn’t have to be perfect, staged, or go in any direction. Let your mind relax from all the pollution that it’s 
usually surrounded with and enjoy your breath. Enjoy your stillness. Enjoy your meditation. !!



Having a hobby 
when you’re trying 
to adult through life 
is doing something 
for you, it’s a form 
of self-care that 
gets over looked all 
the time. !
And just because 
your hobby makes 
you feel good, 
doesn’t mean it’s 
selfish, so don’t be 
afraid to dedicate 
time to it and grow. 

When we were younger we didn’t have to 
decide something was a hobby, we just did it. 
Like going to a dance class that we looked 
forward to after school or seeing your friends 
from the Summer Camp you went to every year. 
It was something you found enjoyment in 
because it made you happy. !!
The older we become the more we have to 
make an effort in finding something we actually 
enjoy doing rather than feeling like we have to 
do it, but having a hobby is one of the most important 
aspects 
of 
enjoying 
life.

I challenge you… !
To Find a hobby that has nothing to do with your 

phone!!
Start a DIY project, join a book club, start writing at 

least 200 words a day, check out a movie marathon, 
start a fundraiser, do something that you want to do 

not because you have to do it. !

[Now sit, think, and write]!
• What did you decide to try and what 

drew you to it? Why do you think you 
subconsciously choose it?!

• Was your mind at ease?!
• What was you favorite part and 

feeling towards it?!
• How did you feel after?!
• How often did you do it throughout 

the week? throughout the week?



 !!

!!!!!

What sets your soul on freaking fire? What makes you light up inside? What brings you happiness 
without having to think about it? Besides donuts (or maybe that’s just me), there has to be something 
in your life that makes your soul feel this way.!!

Why is having a hobby so important? !
Remember when we talked about Dharma way back when? Well this is when we’re really going to get 
into it. Dharma is about finding your soul’s purpose, the cosmic order of why the universe put you here, 
the thing that you excel at, your reason behind doing what you do, see where I’m going here? !!
Your hobby should make you feel all that and a little more, because for most of us, all we do is what 
we think we’re supposed to do day in and day out. Whether it’s going to a job that you absolutely hate 
or following certain standards that are way too heavy, having a hobby helps you get away from all of 
that. !!

Having a hobby… 

Gives you a sense of 
worth on a bigger picture 
level for things that truly 

matter.

Helps you create time 
for yourself, for what 

you crave deep down, 
and for 

It is yours, yours to 
create, yours to keep, 
yours to help, yours to 
do whatever it is that 

makes you happy. 

Your hobby is what lights your soul on fire and keeps your mind at 



MAYBE YOU’RE THE 
CREATIVE TYPE… 
Start a journal, watch that 
movie all the reviews are 
raving about, take that pottery 
class you got the Groupon for, 
make something.!!
MAYBE YOU LOVE TO 
READ… 
Read that series you’ve always 
wanted to, research that 
foreign land you’ve been 
interested in, find out more 
about that person you’ve 
idolized forever. !!
MAYBE YOU LOVE TO 
MOVE… 
Try that aerial yoga class 
you’ve been thinking about, 
run that 5k, sign up for a 
competition, take Salsa 
classes.!!
MAYBE YOU’RE A NATURE 
LOVER… 
Take a weekend away to hike a new trail, start a garden, go visit an animal sanctuary, or 
adopt your new best friend!!!
MAYBE YOU LOVE TO HELP… 
Volunteer at your local homeless or animal shelter, start a fundraise for a local cause, 
get involved by tutoring in the local school distract.!!
MAYBE YOU’RE INTO PRETTY THINGS… 
Take a makeup class, check out an estate sale, go shopping at a Vintage clothing store.!!


